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ABSTRACT 

The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) performs many maintenance 

operations including road line striping operations. Pavement striping needs to be 

reapplied on a regular basis. Each year, MoDOT has to stripe more than 60,000 line-

miles of roads. Also, in some cases they are required to paint newly constructed or 

maintained roads within a seven day period following construction completion. These 

requirements generate the potential for inefficiencies in the form of “deadhead miles” that 

road striping crew vehicles must travel while not actively applying pavement markings. 

Moreover, due to the slow-moving nature of road striping vehicles, it’s often necessary to 

park them at “overnight” locations at end of each working day. This adds more 

“deadhead miles” at the start and stop of each day into total travel distance. Currently, 

managers and engineers of MoDOT  manually create the striping schedule (sequence) for 

each crew based on their experience and judgement.  

The main idea of this research is to develop an optimization model that identifies optimal 

routing and scheduling of road striping crews. This model will include scheduling 

(optimal striping sequence of road segments) of the crew for each working shift, choosing 

the best “overnight location” (maintenance sheds or bulk storages) for each day, identify 

the best starting point for the next day. Overall, it will minimize the “deadhead miles” 

travelled by crews, improve the utilization of striping equipment, and decrease cost of 

striping operations. This optimization tool will help to managers of MoDOT 

automatically find an optimal schedule whenever striping requirements change. 
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Chapter1. Introduction 

1.1 MoDOT operations 

The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) has responsibilities to five major 

transportation systems – highways, aviation, waterways, transit and railroads. MoDOT 

operates a 33,600 mile highway system, including, design, construction and maintenance.  

Additionally, seasonal work must be performed in order to provide guidance and 

information for road users, to increase the safety of driving. Winter season introduces 

snow and ice removal operations, reducing the slippery conditions of the roads by 

applying salt and sand. During warm weather, striping operations are performed to 

provide important information to driver while allowing minimal diversion of attention 

from the roadway. Each year, MoDOT stripes more than 60,000 line-miles of road on a 

scheduled basis.     

Striping operations involve: 

  Obliteration of pavement markings (removing existing or temporary pavement 

marking, which is conflicting or might mislead traffic) 

 Application of permanent pavement after construction or maintenance of roads  

 Removal of permanent marking 

 Line-striping for all major and minor roads that require it.  

 Symbol Markings, turn markings etc. 

 Maintenance of striped lines (keeping track of line conditions, deciding  which 

roads should be striped in any year) [2].  

This thesis will focus on line-striping operations.  
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1.2 Road types 

It is very important to know all road categories before starting striping operations.  The 

line painting process can vary based on: 

 Road name and designation  

 Number of lanes  

 Division of traffic directions whether with double yellow lane or “median, 

barrier” (undivided or divided highways accordingly)  

 Annual Average Daily Traffic factor (AADT) [2].  

Road names can be either given with Letters or Numbers. A two or three letter code used 

to designate the type of travelway, such as: IS – Interstate; US - US Numbered Routes; 

MO - Missouri Numbered Routes; RT - Missouri Lettered Routes etc.  

It is necessary to know the number of lanes for each road to determine how many times 

the segment should be traversed in order to finish striping. Roads can be classified as 

multilane, two-lanes, one-lane roads etc.  

Based on AADT factor, number of lanes, and designation, roads can be classified into 

striping categories: 

 Major roads (interstate roads, most divided and undivided highways will be long 

to this class, multilane roads, roads with very busy traffic) 

 Regionally significant roads (some undivided highways, other road types with 

high traffic) 

 Minor road roads (all other roads with low traffic, mostly one-lane roads) [1]. 
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1.3 Type of lines on the roads 

Lines can also be classified based on their pattern, color, width, and function.  

Patterns of longitudinal lines are as follows: 

 Solid line - discourages or prohibits crossing and shall be used to delineate two 

adjacent lanes of traffic, can be right edge line, used for intersection and gore 

areas at exit ramps.  

 Broken line – normal line segments separated by gaps, should consist of 10 ft. line 

segments separated by 30 ft. gaps. It indicates two adjacent lanes of traffic where 

crossing the line with caution is permitted.  

 Dotted line - provides guidance or warning of a downstream change in lane 

function. This is a shorter line segments separated by shorter gaps than used for a 

broken line.   

 Double line – two parallel lines, separated by a discernible space, indicate 

maximum and special restrictions. It might include two solid lines that separate 

two opposite lanes and indicate no-passing zone from both sides. A double broken 

line shall delineate the edge of a lane in which the direction of travel is changed 

from time to time, such as reversible lanes. A double line is used for undivided 

roads [2]. 

Two colors are used for most striping: yellow and white. White markings are for 

longitudinal lines delineating: a separation of traffic flows in the same direction, the 

right-hand edge of the roadway, channelizing lines, etc. Yellow markings delineate the 

separation of traffic in opposite directions, the left-hand edge of the roadways of divided 
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highways and one-way streets or ramps, the separation of two-way left turn lanes and 

reversible lanes from other lanes, etc [3]. Combination of patterns and colors of lines are 

used to identify their function in the road network. 

 Solid white line - separates traffic flow in the same direction and is used as the 

right-hand edge of the roadway (for divided and undivided roads) 

 Solid yellow line - delineates the left-hand edge of the roadways of a divided 

highway 

 Broken white line - is used for delineation of the edge of a travel path where 

travel is permitted in the same direction on both sides of the line (mostly for 

multi-lane roadway of divided and undivided roads) 

 Broken yellow line - is used to delineate the left edge of a travel path where travel 

on other side of the line is the opposite direction (centerline of a two-way lane, 

two-way roadway of undivided roads)  

 Double yellow line - has all the functions of double line that were described 

above; a double line is always made with yellow color [2].  

Also, different width of lines (6” or 4”) are often used based on the class of the road 

and type of the line (Figure 1.1) [1].  
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Figure 1. 1– Classification of lines based on the width [1]  

 

1.4 Material used for pavement marking 

Pavement and curb markings are commonly placed by using paints; however, other 

suitable marking materials, including raised pavement markers and colored markers, are 

also used. Materials that MoDOT uses for line-striping operations are: 

 Waterborne Paint – standard paint that used by MoDOT forces for long line 

applications. It may be applied at a wet thickness of 20 mils or less.   

 Cold weather paint – a water-based material that can be used at lower 

temperatures, normally applied at a wet thickness of 15 mils [2].  

Detailed information about which type of paint should be used for each road class, that 

MoDOT stripes, is shown in Table 1.1  
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Table 1. 1 – Materials used for each type of road by MoDOT [1] 

 Major roads Regionally 

Significant 

roads 

Minor roads 

≥400 AADT 

Minor 

roads<400 

AADT 

Undivided 

Highways 

Waterborne 

Paint with Type 

PM beads 

(≥60˚F) 

 

 -Waterborne Paint with Type PM beads (≥50˚F) 

- Cold weather paint with Type PM beads (35˚F to 

50˚F) 

Divided 

highways 

Waterborne 

Paint with Type 

L beads (≥60˚F) 

                                           

                                       NA 

The other materials that might be used by contractors or by MoDOT in specified cases: 

 High Build Waterborne Paint (used by contractors for divided highways) 

 Epoxy (second option for material to be used for divided highways by contractors 

or major roads in specified cases) 

 Preformed Pavement Marking Tape (Type 2) – is used for intersection markings 

 Preformed Removable Pavement marking Tape (used to delineate traffic lanes 

during construction) 

 Preformed Short-Term Pavement Marking Tape 

 Temporary Raised Pavement Markers 

 Snowplowable Raised Pavement Markers (no longer used by MoDOT) 

The night visibility of pavement markings can be achieved by embedding the spherical 

glass or ceramic “beads” in the pavement marking material. There are several types of 

beads used by MoDOT: 
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 PM (performance maintenance) beads – intermediate blend of glass beads that 

used for all roads except divided highways by MoDOT  

 P (performance) beads – used by contractors 

 L beads – “large” glass beads used by MoDOT and contractors for divided 

highways [2].  

1.5 Striping operations and striping crew 

1.5.1 Contribution system for striping process 

MoDOT has regional coordinators that are responsible for striping operations in the each 

region. MoDOT has 17 stripers that are distributed to districts. Typically, a district will 

have a district supervisor responsible for striping performance, and two striping crews. 

The system for striping could be viewed as an IDEF (function modeling method) 

diagram. The scheme for the striping planning process is represented on Figure 1.2. The 

inputs of the planning process are performance measures and striping materials. In order 

to force the system to work, it is necessary to have historical data about past striping 

operations and include it to performance measures. Performance measures can include 

miles restriped due to maintenance activities, percent of striping program completed by 

November 1, line miles completed per striper, etc. Participants in the system are: regional 

coordinators, district supervisor, striping crew (leader, operators, drivers of striper, nurse 

and crash trucks). Based on this information, a striping plan can be created, and the 

required road network will be striped (output is striped roads).  
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Figure 1. 2 – Road Striping Planning Process 

Figure 1.3 represents how the system works in order to complete striping operations  in 

greater detail. The organizational structure described as follows: 

A1 - Statewide level - regional coordinators and/or district supervisors should conduct 

weekly, statewide conference calls to discuss operations related to striping, plans and 

progress in busy times 

A2 - Regional level - regular phone conferences between the district supervisors in each 

region are conducted for discussion of weekly progress 

A3 - District level - supervisors should hold weekly meetings with the crews to explain 

and update current progress as well as the results of the daily quality checks completed 

during the week.    

A4 - Crew level - constant communication using MoDOT radios between the driver of 

the striper and the operators in the back regarding the quality of stripe is essential. 
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Communicating via radio to the drivers on the crash truck and nurse truck is also 

important.  

 

Figure 1. 3– Organization of striping process 

Crew leaders and operators are expected to ensure two quality checks per day and add 

this information to the Missouri Accountability and Performance system (MAPS). Each 

crew leader should record the daily progress of lines striped per day and give this 

information to the district supervisor, who adds this data to the database in order to keep 

track of the progress [4, 5].  

1.5.2 Striping crew schedule 

Each striper typically has one crew assigned to it. In order to maximize the production, 

sometimes in the busy season two crews might be assigned to each striper. The length of 
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a scheduled work day is 10 hours; this includes safety meetings, drive time to overnight 

locations, striping, and reloading time. The schedule depends on the weather condition: 

temperature (from 35˚F), rain. A striping crew won’t start painting on a rainy (or a day 

when rain is very likely). Rainy and cold days slow down the striping process. The paint 

and beads require some time to dry, which is difficult when the temperature is low and it 

rains.  

1.5.3 Striping equipment and overnight locations 

Striping equipment involved in pavement marking operation includes:  

 Striper (figure 1.4) 

 Middle warning truck 

 Rear advanced warning truck 

 Shoulder advanced warning truck 

 Nurse truck (transport the paint in bulk in order to satisfy daily demand during the 

striping) 

When a crew stripes a non-divided highway, the speed of the striper is 10 miles per hour. 

When a crew stripes a divided highway, the speed of the striper is 8 miles per hour. The 

speed when not actively striping (deadheading ) is 35 miles per hour. A striper can paint 

two lines at the same time (for example, as shown in Figure 1.4, the white edge line and 

double yellow line are being simultaneously painted) [6]. 
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Figure 1. 4 – Striper [7] 

Due to the slow moving nature of striping equipment, often times the work can’t be 

finished in one day. It would be inconvenient to drive all equipment to the centralized 

point (bulk storage facility) and add more deadhead miles to striping plan. Each MoDOT 

district has maintenance facilities distributed across the district (at least one in each 

county). Therefore, striping crew can park their equipment in the closest maintenance 

facility at the end of a day and pick up the equipment on the next day. In this thesis, these 

facilities are referral to overnight locations for striping equipment.  

1.6 Striping Plan 

Prior to 2015, MoDOT was following a striping plan similar to that shown on Figure 1.5 

 

http://epg.modot.org/index.php?title=Image:620.2.jpg
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Figure 1. 5– Old Striping Plan 

According to the old plan, the striping crew had to stripe 90% of all major roads before 

Memorial Day. During this period they used their maximum capacity in order to finish all 

major roads, with two crews working constantly on each striper. Then, after Memorial 

Day, they striped Regionally Significant roads and ramps that required the striping. As 

autumn began and temperatures started getting colder, crews would begin striping minor 

roads with cold weather paint. Striping operations would typically finish in middle of 

November.  

Beginning in 2015, MoDOT’s striping policy changed. New type L beads were used for 

divided highways this year. This type of beads requires a high temperature for drying and 

can last longer. Due to the difficulty of switching from paint with type L beads to type 

PM beads,  under the new policy all divided highways are striped separately. The new 

striping plan is represented on Figure 1.6. 

When the weather is still relatively cold, minor roads are striped until the beginning of 

summer (approximately June 1
st
). At that point, operations switch to focus on all divided 

highways, which are striped with L type beads, until end of July. From the end of July 
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until the end of summer (when the weather is still good), major undivided highways are 

striped with PM beads. When the weather gets colder, the rest of regionally significant 

and minor roads are striped until the middle of November.  

Another change in the new policy is the frequency with which minor roads are striped. 

Previously, minor roads were striped every other year. In the new plan, special equipment 

will be used to check the quality of the stripe on minor roads. Based on the condition of 

the stripe, the decision to include each minor road in the current year’s striping plan will 

be made (B. Schreimann, personal communication, May 15, 2015).  

 

Figure 1. 6 – New Striping Plan 

1.7 Problem statement and thesis objectives 

 Each year, MoDOT has to stripe more than 60,000 line-miles of roads (5,500 

miles of Major roads and 28,000 miles of Minor roads). 

 Newly constructed and resurfaced roads have to be striped within seven days. 

 Current striping plan stripes divided and undivided roads separately (never on the 

same day). 
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 Striping schedule is currently generated and tracked manually. 

 Road striping vehicles move slowly and cannot operate continuously, thus it’s 

necessary to park them at some “overnight” location at the end of each working 

day, the next working day begins operation from thus same site.   

Thesis objectives: 

• Generate GIS representation of problem: Collect and modify the data for the 

entire Central District such that it can be used for optimization. Develop the 

striping logic (how many times each arc should be passed in order to finish 

striping). Identify potential overnight locations and calculate distances from each 

node to the closest maintenance shed.  

• Develop optimization models for divided and undivided roads that identify 

optimal routing and scheduling of road striping crews, including multiple passes 

and stops at overnight locations 

• Reduce number of “deadhead miles” travelled by crew, improve utilization of 

striping equipment, and decrease cost of striping operations  
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Chapter 2. Literature review 

Scheduling of road striping operations can be improved with optimization tools. They can 

help to find the best schedule with minimum number of “deadhead” miles and increase 

the efficiency of pavement markings. There are no developed optimization models that 

have been used for solving the road line striping problem. Most of the research papers 

that were made about pavement marking can be divided in few groups: 

 Safety effectiveness of pavement markings. One of the research papers that 

describe this problem was published by Smadi, et al. 2008 . They estimated how 

striping retro reflectivity levels might influence drivers: whether it increases the 

safety (good visibility) of driving or makes it worse (unsafe speeds) [7].  

 Inventory and replacement of striping paint. One paper examining this topic was 

developed by Kouskoulas, 1988. He built an inventory and replacement cost 

optimization model for a pavement marking system. The model solution provided 

the restriping period for line replacement that minimizes cost [8]. In other 

research, retro reflectivity was represented as function of time, environmental 

condition, and traffic volume after its application. Based on this information, a 

degradation model was developed [9]. It’s possible to define when the lines don’t 

provide necessary safety, and when they should be reapplied (line life cycle).  

 Pavement marking materials. Much of research has been made concerning the 

materials that are necessary for striping. Evaluation of various pavement-marking 

materials used for longitudinal delineation was made for Michigan Department of 

Transportation. The most cost effective materials were chosen based on the level 
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of retro reflectivity and nighttime accidents [10]. Nowadays, paint is used with 

combination of different type of beads for striping. One the papers that discussed 

the bead influence on retro reflectivity was published by Zhang, et al., 2010 [11].  

Most of this research has addressed striping materials, when lines should be restriped, 

and influence on safety, but there is no prior research examining how striping operations 

can be optimized in order to minimize travel.  

The problem of optimizing striping process is similar to the vehicle routing problem 

(VRP). This problem was firstly described in the literature by Dantzig and Ramser, 1959. 

It plays a very important role in supply chain management analysis of distribution 

systems. The traditional objective of the vehicle routing problem is minimization of total 

travelled distance by vehicles that leave the depot, serve the customers in the network and 

return to the depot after completion of their routes [12].  

Many recent papers have examined VRP with single and multiple objective functions, 

and different types of constraints, such as VRP concerned with multiple depots, with 

constraint “time windows”, capacity constraint, capacity and time and distance 

constraints, loading/unloading factors for vehicles, etc [13]. The evolutionary algorithm  

developed by Weise, et al. (2010)  could solve all different problems above. Many exact 

methods have been developed to solve different kinds of VRP. For example, the MILP 

model  developed by Cornillier, et al. (2012) maximized total net revenue as its objective 

function [14]. Also, different kinds of heuristics and metaheuristics algorithms have been 

developed in order to solve large VRP problems. 

One type of VRP is the Chinese Postman Problem (CPP) that was stated by Guan (1962). 

He solved the problem of post-delivery – “mailman has to cover his assigned segment 
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before returning to the post office”. In network terminology, it means that every arc in a 

network has to be traveled at least once, at minimum total distance [15]. Another similar 

problem was represented by Orloff (1974). It was named the General Routing Problem 

(GRP). The GRP determines the minimum cost tour on a network, which starts and ends 

at the same node, and includes certain prespecified links and nodes in the tour [16]. 

The CPP is a widely known problem, and many methods (exact and heuristics) of solving 

have been developed to solve it (Eiselt, et al., 1995a). They described branch-and-cut 

algorithms that were very promising, and also solved the problem for directed and 

undirected cases [17].   

A new type of CPP was later introduced in the literature: the “windy” postman problem 

(WPP). WPP has a network of arcs, where the cost of traversing an arc in one direction 

might be different than the cost of traversing it in the opposite direction.  

Another kind of postman problem is known as “rural” postman problem (RPP). A vehicle 

(mailman) starts his job from depot and has to pass a subset of required arcs at least once 

and return to the depot with minimum distance traveled. The difference is that in a RPP 

network, only a subset of required edges (not all of them) must be travelled [18]. Eiselt, 

et al. (1995b) introduced different methods that could be used for solving different RPP 

types. The RPP has two cases: undirected and directed.  Undirected RPP is where all arcs 

in network are undirected. The solution can use an arc for travelling in any direction with 

the same cost. Directed RPP includes a set arcs that require travelling in specific direction 

where the cost might be different in each direction. A common exact solution 

methodology for these problems, formulating them as integer linear programs and solving 

using a branch-and-cut algorithm, applied. Because the RPP was known to be an NP-hard 
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problem, alternative heuristic algorithms have been developed to solve large sized 

problems [18]. 

Another type of RPP is the as mixed RPP, where the graph has required arcs to be 

traveled and required nodes to be visited. Newly developed models of solving of this 

problem were given by Corberan, et al. (2005a), and Corberan, et al. (2005b). They 

developed a branch-and-cut exact algorithm that has been tested on a wide set of 

instances of different routing problems [19, 20].  In more recent work, they extended 

their model and solved it for larger problem sizes [21].  

The RPP has been applied to many real world problems such as: street sweeping, snow 

plowing, garbage collection, mail delivery, school bus routing, police patrol and others.   

In real world problems there are many tasks and constraints that it’s necessary to satisfy 

apart from minimum cost or distance. Many different models of RPP were developed in 

order to satisfy different considerations. The following RPP variant models have been 

introduced in the literature: 

 RPP with turn penalties was introduced for the directed case by Soler [22]. New 

features included: routes that have to be operated on a street network, causing 

some turns to be forbidden and other turns to be allowed but with some penalties. 

They considered the cost of traversing each arc and a penalty associated with each 

turn. Based on this, the authors developed three heuristics, and transformed this 

problem into an asymmetric travelling salesman problem, which helped to 

decrease the computational time.  
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 Min-Max Windy RPP with several vehicles was introduced by Benaven (2009). 

The objective of this research was to minimize the length of the longest tour in 

order to find a set of balanced tours for the vehicles. Assuming the capacity of the 

vehicles is not restricted, they looked for K routes starting and ending at the 

depot, in such a way that all the edges of the graph are serviced by exactly one 

vehicle. They proposed an ILP formulation, implemented a branch-and-cut 

algorithm and tested it on a larger set of small and medium size instances [23].  

 RPP with time constraints have also been discussed in literature. Because this 

kind of model is very hard to solve, there are only a few papers that discuss time 

windows. In real-life supply chain problems, it often happens that customers 

require service to occur within specific time windows. One of the first papers to 

address this was published by Letchford (1997). They considered a single-vehicle 

routing problem in which required edges were divided into a few classes 

according to priorities; each class had its own time deadline. An optimization 

algorithm was developed based on the use of valid inequalities as cutting planes. 

They found this problem NP-hard and got solutions for problems with up to 67 

required edges [24].  

One of the recent papers addressing time-dependent RPP was introduced by Tan, 

et al. (2012). They presented a new variant of the time-sensitive postman problem: 

the travel (or service) time of an arc depends on the time interval during which the 

arc is traversed. In this formulation, the postman is not required to cover every arc 

in the network, only a subset of arcs, as in the RPP.  They developed an integer 
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programming formulation that includes a linear part related to the routing and a 

nonlinear part related to the time dependency. Then, they linearized the objective 

function and the timing constraints. The authors proposed a cutting plane 

algorithm and tested it on the network with a number of arcs ranging from 20 to 50 

[25].  

One of the latest papers that discussed RPP with time windows was published by 

Monroy-Licht, et al. (2014). They represented the RPP problem when a release 

time and a due time are given for each required edge. Waiting times are allowed 

but service cannot start until the time window “opens”. This problem was applied 

for the monitoring of roads for black-ice detection. They introduced three 

formulations for the undirected case: a model on edges, a model on required edges 

and a model on nodes. Results showed that the model on the nodes is superior to 

the model on required edges. They tested two formulations for the directed case: 

model on arcs and model on required arcs. They could solve problems with 

instances as large as 60 nodes, 90 edges, and 45 required edges [26].  

It’s possible to envision striping operations as another example of RPP. There is a set of 

roads that has to be striped this year. The network may also include roads that don’t have 

to be striped but might be used for travelling. A striping crew starts the year from a depot 

(bulk storage facility), to which the equipment is returned at the end of the year. One 

difference with the RPP is that striping operations can’t always finish the pavement 

marking of a road segment in only one pass. Rather, the number of passes required for 

striping will depend on the type of road (# of lanes). Thus, the standard RPP constraint 

has to be modified. We can refer to this problem as the Multi-pass postman problem. 
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Also, it is important to include the direction constraint into the model, because striping 

can’t occur against the flow traffic. It’s important to know in what direction striping 

vehicles should move in order to paint lines in N or S, E or W directions.  

From the first look, we could say that striping process is a typical RPP with time 

windows (as was developed for black-ice detection operations). Based on the new 

MoDOT striping plan, there is not a specified window in which any particular road can 

be striped. The only constraint is that divided roads have to be striped separately due to 

the different type of beads used for the lines and difficulty in making switches of 

different striping material. Thus, two separate models could be used for divided and 

undivided roads. Also, there is no requirement to finish any road segment during one 

shift.  

However, the most important difference between striping operations and the other models 

is the fact that striping operations for the whole district cannot be finished in a single 

work period (day). Striping is a continuous operation with a slow-moving nature. Also, 

striping equipment doesn’t have to be returned to the same location where it began the 

day. At the end of each working day it can be parked at the closest maintenance facility. 

We have found no research addressing RPP models with such overnight location 

constraints. We will call this problem the “Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman 

problem”: travel each directed arc j nj > 0 times, at min total distance (including travel to 

overnighting location at start/stop of each day).  
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Chapter 3. Data Analysis 

3.1 Preparation of ArcGIS Data 

GIS files, such as ss_pavement_current, were provided by MoDOT that included both 

roads managed by MoDOT and other agencies (Figure 3.1). The attribute table of this file 

includes all necessary information about road segments including  record about the 

direction of road arcs (N and S, E and W). 

 

Figure 3. 1 – Missouri Roadways 

The first phase of determining a striping schedule for the Central District of Missouri 

involved consolidating the various forms of data in which aspects of information 

regarding the road segments was presented. For MoDOT, the data was divided into three 
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different forms across three different program files that included an Access database file, 

an Excel spreadsheet file, and a geodatabase feature class file. While some road segment 

details remained present across each of the three files, many differences were found 

regarding the presentation of the information due to differences in the purpose of each 

file. For the Access and Excel files, major segments of roads between certain mile-

markers were transcribed with formatting changes made to a row designating a specific 

road segment to reflect changes in the striping progress completed for said segment. This 

allowed the files to be used to monitor the progress of striping crews during periods of 

striping operations outside the initial scheduling and planning phase. In the case of the 

geodatabase feature class file, a GIS program such as ArcMap could be used to visually 

display the location of road segments across the state of Missouri. Within each file, an 

extensive set of shared fields describe elements of each road segment including the 

county in which the road segment is located and the class or type of road such as 

interstate or lettered/number state highway. However, the geodatabase feature class file 

also included additional fields not included in either the Access or Excel file such as the 

number of lanes and whether a road segment contains divided or undivided lanes. 

Another difference also includes the means by which road segments are defined. While 

the former files describe road segments as portions of roads between intersections of 

MoDOT maintained roads, the geodatabase feature class file describes road segments as 

portions of roads between intersections of other roads regardless of whether the 

intersecting road is maintained by MoDOT or some other agency. As a result, a length of 

road between two intersections of MoDOT maintained roads may be described as a single 

road segment in the Access and Excel files, but, in the geodatabase feature class file, the 
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road length may be described by multiple road segments due to the various road 

intersections not present in the former files. The division of road segments in the 

geodatabase feature class file may vary significantly in size from very small to 

representative of the entire road segment.  

Due to the conditions in which MoDOT striping crews operate, the consolidation of the 

Access, Excel, and geodatabase feature class files was an important aspect of our 

preliminary analysis. To consolidate the data files, the first step involved creating a 

geodatabase feature class from the current MoDOT geodatabase feature class to reduce 

the contained set of cataloged road segments to only the segments maintained by 

MoDOT. In general, MoDOT is responsible for most national and state highways across 

the state of Missouri. Some of the arcs eliminated from the new data set included city and 

county roads, which are maintained by either local government groups or contracted to 

outside agencies. In addition, the striping crews examined in our analysis only operated 

within the Central District, which permitted the further reduction of the data set to arcs 

contained within the 18 counties comprising the Central District of Missouri.  

For this thesis, only Central District roads are considered, travel is only allowed to occur 

on MoDOT roads (with the exception of some non-MoDOT roads that are included to 

maintain connectivity of the network). Next, some modifications have to be made to 

prepare the data for use in our optimization model. 

3.1.1 Creating the junctions 

The optimization model requires information about each arc: where it starts and where it 

ends, and how they are connected to each other. Starting and ending nodes have to be 
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created for each arc. Creating the junctions in ArcGIS is a solution for that. Python for 

creating the junctions was used. Necessary steps: 

1. Creating Feature layers 

2. Creating junction nodes – forming the end point for each line (only unique points 

should be kept) 

3. Recording all the end points as JNode ID (making the feature layer for junction 

nodes) 

4. Generating TO and FROM nodes fields in the main file. 

5. A starting point of each line is the end point of previous line. An end point of a line 

is a starting point of next line (connected one) 

6. Creating features for START and END nodes 

7. Joining FNode (FROM node) to Start node and calculating values 

8. Joining TNode (TO node) to End node and calculating values 

9. Adding DEGREE field  to Junctions layers (calculating the frequency of the node – 

how many lines has the same start or end point) 

After running the code, the files Junctions (nodes) and District4 (segments) are created. 

The file with all lines includes around 20,000 segments. That’s a big size problem and 

there is a way to decrease the number of segments.  

As mentioned previously, there are two records for eachsegment: in E and W directions, 

in S or N directions. A divided road network was built based on projection in reality: S 

and N, E and W segments are a few meters apart from each other, then both records will 

be kept in the final data file. Concerning undivided roads, only one record is needed for 
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the model (whether N or S, E or W). Keeping only one record will decrease data size, but 

aggregating of the arcs is needed as well. 

3.1.2 Aggregation of the arcs 

Criteria for merging an arc: 

 Degree of the node =2 

 # of lanes is the same for both directions 

 If county name is the same  

 If designation and travelway name are the same 

 Road class is the same 

As it was discussed above, there are three road classes: major, regionally significant, and 

minor. There is a field in attribute table of the main file MAJOR_MINOR. If it’s equal to 

Major, it means the class of the road is Major. If it’s equal to Minor, then the field 

TW_CNTL_STATE_NAME should be considered. If this field includes CONTINUOUS 

OPERATION RT, then the segment is Regionally Significant. If the field is blank, then 

the road class of this segment is Minor..  

For aggregation the arcs we should perform necessary steps: 

1) Selecting arcs that intersect with junction of degree 2 

2) Selecting fields for merging based on criteria discussed above.  

3) Calculating the new length of merged arc, new FTnode information, keeping the 

minimum and maximum mile markers of segments merged (it will be kept in 

fields BEG_CONTINUIOS_LOG and END_CONTINUOUS_LOG) 
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4) Keeping only one record for one direction (whether N or S, E or W) 

5) Giving each new created arc (merged) “uid” (unique ID). If few arcs that intersect 

junction with degree 2 weren’t merged because they didn’t meet one of the 

criteria above, then they will get the same “uid”. We will call this kind of 

segments “Difficult segments”. 

After running the python code, “D4Roads” (all segments) and “D4Junctions” (nodes) 

files will be created (ArcGIS shp files). These files will be used as our input arcs and 

nodes for the model.  6078 segments and 4881 nodes were created. The network with 

nodes and arcs is represented on Figure 3.2. (Central District MoDOT roads). The 

attribute table of file D4Roads is represented on Figure 3.3 (only necessary fields for 

the model are kept).  
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Figure 3. 2 – Central District network with arcs and nodes 
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Figure 3. 3 – Attribute table of D4Roads file 
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All divided roads are ready to be placed in an Excel file (the final input file for the 

model). As two records were kept for divided roads, difficult segments were not created. 

Undivided roads require additional analysis, as discussed below, for “difficult” segments. 

3.2 Difficult segments 

As it was discussed above, “difficult” segments can be identified based on uid. The 

following steps should be performed: 

1. Selecte one county (e.g., Boone); select only undivided roads of this county. 

(Choosing in ArcGIS can be performed with the tool Select by Attribute, and then 

exporting the data as a new layer).  

2. Copy the data from attribute table (i.e., BooneUndivided) to excel 

3. Sort the data based on uid from smallest to largest value 

4. All uids with same value should be marked with a blue color (As a note, these 

segments couldn’t be merged, and records about both directions were kept for the 

same segment) 

5. In step 4 above, groups based on the same uid were created. For each group find what 

was the reason of not merging (whether number of lanes for each direction wasn’t the 

same, road class etc.) 

6. Retain only one direction for segments (assumption: preferably save N and E if there 

are no other hard cases) 

7. Make sure the connectivity of the network is maintained (when deleting the arc, from 

and to nodes are deleted as well. Don’t delete the nodes that connect “difficult” 

segments with others).  
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8. Calculate number of passes that are required for finishing the striping operation.  

9. Choose Next County and repeat the algorithm from step 1. Stop when all counties are 

completed.  

Examples of “difficult” segments that might occur:  

 When end (or start) point of a segment in direction W is different from end (or start) 

point of segment in direction E (for undivided highways). The same case happens for 

S and N direction segments as well. The example is represented in Figure 3.4. There 

are segments from node 1 to node 4 of road RT M that has the same uid. In ArcGIS 

there is a record about segment 1-3 in W direction, # of lanes =1, segment 3-4 in W 

direction, # of lanes =1. Also, there is record about segment 1-2 in E direction, # of 

lanes=1, segment 2-4 in E direction, # of lanes=1. Number of lanes is the same for 

both direction, but because they act differently in both directions the code couldn’t 

merge these arcs and kept the record about both cases in the attribute table. (end and 

start points are different).  

 Solution: two segments with only one direction should be chosen (E in this case). 

The records about two other segments (W in this case) will be deleted. 

 Assumption: for most cases N and E directions will be chosen. There will be 

exclusions when the connectivity can’t be kept or other harder cases happen (like 

different number of lanes).  
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Figure 3. 4 – Example of “difficult segment” (end and start points are different) 

 When segments have different number of lanes in both directions. Example is 

represented in Figure 3.5. The code couldn’t merge the segments from node 1 to node 

3 and kept records about both direction (N and S). As we can see segment in N 

direction has only 1 lane but it’s changing in S direction from 2 lanes to 4 lanes. It 

happens in cases when other roads intersect with this road. Road segment MO 163 

from 1-to 3 has a record in N direction and # of lanes =1. Road segment MO 163 

from node (1-to 2) = S direction, # of lanes =2. Road segment MO 163 (2-3) = S 

direction, # of lanes =4. 

 Solution: In order to decide how to treat this kind of segments we have to know 

how many passes should be made for each segment in order to finish the striping 

operation (calculating number of passes will be discussed in Section 3.3). 

Segment 1-2 will require 2 passes (if striping starts from one-lane side N (edge 
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line and center line)). Segment 2-3 will require 3 passes (if striping starts from 

one-lane side N). It’s better to keep records about the two segments in S 

direction because these two segments will be striped differently, and delete the 

record about the segment in N direction. 

 Assumption: Minimum number of passes achievable depends on the direction in 

which you started striping. For example, consider the segments in Figure 3.5. If 

we in N direction, two total passes would be needed for segment 1-2. However, 

if we started in the opposite direction, three total  would be needed for the same 

segment.       

 

Figure 3. 5 – Example of “difficult” segment (# of lanes is not the same) 

 When segments have different number of lanes and passes, and different end or start 
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points in both directions. The example is represented in Figure 3.6. This is a 

combination of the first and second type of “difficult” segment when the behavior of 

segments is totally different in both directions.  

 The segment from node 1 to node 6 couldn’t be merged because in N and S they 

have a different number of passes, and also, start and end points are not the same. 

Analysis of the number of passes required has to be made for each segment in 

each direction.  

 Let’s choose to save N segments. If striping of double yellow line and white edge 

line (or white center line) is started from N direction than the number of passes 

for segment 1-2 will be equal to 3 (S side is one-lane road). With the same, the 

logic number of passes for segment 2-5 is equal to 2 (for one-lane, two-lane and 

then one lane segment again). The number of passes for segment 5-6 is equal to 3 

(S side is one-lane road) 

 Let’s choose to save S segments. The assumption about starting striping from N is 

kept. It’s hard to calculate number of passes for segment 1-3 because for part of 

segment 1-2 it’s required to have 3 passes but for part of segment 2-3 only 2 

passes. Number of passes for segment 3-4 = 2. It’s hard to calculate number of 

passes for segment 4-6 as well because in area of segment 4-5 it’s required to 

have 2 passes but for segment 5-6 is 3. It seems it’s not preferable to save records 

for S segments because for some parts of the segments the number of passes 

won’t be the same. It’s better to choose the segments in direction where the full 

segment can be striped with the same number of passes.   
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 For this example, it’s better to save records about segments in N direction (1-2, 2-

5, 5-6) and write down the number of passes that are necessary for finishing the 

striping. 

.  

Figure 3. 6 – Example of “difficult” segment (# of passes and end/start points are 

different) 

How this assumption (in what direction to start striping the first two lanes (usually double 

yellow line and edge line (white center line))) works in reality it’s represented on figure 

3.7.  We assumed that striping would be started from N, and the record about segments in 

N direction only will be saved. Now it’s easy to calculate required number of passes. 
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.  

Figure 3. 7 – Example of how road looks in reality with different # of lanes on each side 

There are longer and harder segments in the network that code couldn’t merge with the 

same cases. They were treated the same way as three previous types. For most of cases an 

assumption about the starting direction was made. In the Excel file the column with 

information about opposite direction is added (how many lanes has the opposite 

direction).  

 When segments are disconnected from the network. It means there are no MoDOT 

roads in Central district that can connect them with others. These kind of roads are 

marked with “pink” color in the Excel file. The example is shown in Figure 3.8.  

 Solution: Non-MoDOT roads or roads from other districts can be added to the 

network. That disconnected segment can be reached by passing these roads. 

Added roads were marked with a green color, and they don’t require striping.  
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Figure 3. 8 – Example of disconnected segment 

3.3 Calculation of number of passes 

It’s very important to know how many times each segment should be passed for finishing 

the striping process for optimization model. The strong logic has to be developed.  

3.3.1 Calculation logic for number of passes for divided roads 

In the end, each side of a divided road was treated as a separate road, so it’s only 

important how many lanes it includes. It doesn’t matter whether it’s in N or S, E or W, 

number of passes will be the same for each side. The logic includes the fact that the 

machine can stripe two lanes in the same time. Calculation logic for number of passes for 

divided roads is represented in Table 3.1 where there is a road scheme of striping for each 

case. 
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Table 3. 1 – Calculation of number of passes for divided roads 

# of lanes for one side  

(N, S, E, W) # of passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made 

1 lane 1 pass 

 
2 lanes 2 passes 

 
3 lanes 2 passes 

 

 
4 lanes 3 passes 

 
5 lanes 3 passes 
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3.3.2 Calculation Logic for Number of Passes for Undivided Roads 

Only segments for this section that have the same number of lanes on each side are 

considered. The calculation logic for number of passes for undivided roads is described in 

Table 3.2. 

Table 3. 2 – Calculation number of passes for undivided roads 

# of lanes for 

N or E side 

# of lanes for  

S or W side  

(opposite direction) 

# of  

passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made 

1 1 1 If only center line should be striped  

(no edge lines) 

1 1 2 

   OR   

2 2 3 

 
3 3 4 
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# of lanes for 

N or E side 

# of lanes for  

S or W side  

(opposite direction) 

# of  

passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made 

4 4 5 

 
 

In this case an assumption about the starting direction (where striping starts) is not 

required. No matter where the start is, the number of passes will be the same.  

The striper can paint two lines at the same time. Based on discussions with MoDOT, the 

decision was made that it is more preferable to stripe two lines of different color in terms 

of usage of paint. If there is a choice it is better to stripe yellow center line and white 

edge line (or white center line) together.  

In Table 3.2, the case of a two-lane road is represented when number of passes required 

for striping is equal to one. Usually, this kind of road only has a center line and there are 

no edges that require striping. In order to identify these segments, the Excel file “Striping 

progress” provided by MoDOT should be checked. If in column White E/L, there are no 

numbers (length information), it means that no white paint should be used for the edges 

(Figure 3.9). Only the yellow center line will be painted. Then, only one pass is required 

to finish this center line. These segments are marked with orange in the Excel file (final 

data). 
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Figure 3. 9 – Identification of segments that have centerline only 

3.3.3 Calculation Logic for Number of Passes for “Difficult Segments” (Undivided 

Roads) 

All the different cases of “difficult” segments that were met in the network are 

represented in Table 3.3. For “difficult” segments it’s important to know how many lanes 

the opposite side has. This is going to influence the final number of passes required for 

striping. A key assumption needs to be made regarding from which side (E or W, N or S) 

striping operations should be started. In Table 3.3 the starting side (direction) will be in 

column 1. The second column includes information about opposite side. In most cases, 

the starting direction will be the one that gives the minimum number of passes. Column 

Notes details what assumption was used here. Also, there is a scheme how striping passes 

should be made in reality. 
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Table 3. 3 – Calculation of number of passes for “difficult” segments 

# of  

lanes 

for  

N or 

E  

side* 

# of  

lanes for  

S or W 

side  

(opposite 

direction) 

# of  

passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made Notes 

0  

2 

2  The same logic as for 

divided roads 

because road can be 

passed only in 

direction 

0 3 2  //-//-// 

1 2 2 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be started from 

one-lane side  

2 1 3 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be started from 

two-lane side  

1 3 3 

 

No matter where 

striping will be 

started, number of 

passes will be the 

same 
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# of  

lanes 

for  

N or 

E  

side* 

# of  

lanes for  

S or W 

side  

(opposite 

direction) 

# of  

passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made Notes 

1 4 3 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be always started 

from one-lane side in 

order to have the 

minimum number of 

passes 

2 3 4 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be started from 

two-lane side 

3 2 3 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be started from 

three-lane side 

2 4 4 

 

No matter where 

striping will be 

started, number of 

passes will be the 

same 
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# of  

lanes 

for  

N or 

E  

side* 

# of  

lanes for  

S or W 

side  

(opposite 

direction) 

# of  

passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made Notes 

2 5 4 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be always started 

from two-lane side in 

order to have the 

minimum number of 

passes 

3 4 4 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be always started 

from three-lane side 

in order to have the 

minimum number of 

passes 

3 5 5 

 

No matter where 

striping will be 

started, number of 

passes will be the 

same 

3 6 5 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be always started 

from three-lane side 

in order to have the 

minimum number of 

passes 
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# of  

lanes 

for  

N or 

E  

side* 

# of  

lanes for  

S or W 

side  

(opposite 

direction) 

# of  

passes 

Scheme for how passes  

will be made Notes 

5 4 5 

 

Assumption: Striping 

will be always started 

from five-lane side in 

order to have the 

minimum number of 

passes 

* Assumption: Start striping double yellow line and white edge line (centerline) from this direction 

 

3.4 Final Excel Data File: MoDOT Roads 

After all “difficult” segments are identified, only one direction is chosen, extra 

information deleted, number of passes is calculated, and the connectivity is checked, the 

final datasheet in Excel is ready for usage in the optimization model. A sample is 

represented in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3. 10 – Part of final Excel data file
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As a summary: 

 Blue /dark blue color identifies “difficult” segments 

 Orange color identifies two-lane undivided roads with center line only (one pass) 

 Pink color means that segment was disconnected from the road network 

 Green color shows added roads (nonMoDOT roads or roads from other districts) 

Yellow color just marks all uids. Important fields that are relevant to the model include: 

road designation, name, direction, county name, number of lanes, number of lanes of 

opposite side, uid, beg_Continuous_log, end_Continuous_log (mile marker), FNode, 

TNode, distance in meters and miles, class of the road, divided_undivided class, number 

of passes, NeedStripe(0,1). NeedStripe(0,1) field defines whether the segment should be 

striped this year (1) or not (0). This decision has to be made by MoDOT district 

supervisor. SegmentID field will be the main output from the model: 

Direction_County_Designation_Name_MileMarker(Beg_End). 

3.5 Overnight location distances file 

As discussed earlier, every day the striping crew has to park their equipment in the 

closest facility (overnight location). The location of all 27 facilities in central district is 

represented on the map. Features in Figure 3.11 include D4roads, District4_Junctions 

(created using steps described in sections 3.1 and 3.2), and the D4_Sheds (facilities) GIS 

files. 
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Figure 3. 11 – Map with overnight locations 

The striping crew finishes their job at some node (end of a segment) at the end of each 

day. For this node they should choose the closest overnight location. It’s necessary to 

know the closest facility for each node and distance to it for the model. There is a 

Network Analysis function in AcrGIS that can calculate the distance from each node to 

its closest facility. The following steps to accomplish this task are: 

1. Make sure that catalog is visible in ArcGIS. There is a folder that includes all our 

shape files described above (District4Roads.gdb). Find it in catalog-> right click on 
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this folder ->choose New->Feature Dataset. Create a new feature dataset and give it 

the name (i.e., try).  

2. After the first step, the try dataset should appear in catalog in District4Road.gdb 

folder. Right click on try -> choose import -> Feature Class(single).  

3. In processing window choose the input – the network that will be used for finding the 

best route. If we choose only MoDOT roads distances won’t be calculated for all 

nodes because some segments are disconnected. The network with all MoDOT roads 

was used (ss_pavement_current). The file all roads will be created (Figure 3.12). 

  

 

Figure 3. 12 – Creating the feature class in ArcGIS 

4. Then after necessary data is added, the network dataset should be created. Right 

click on created folder try -> New -> choose Network Dataset. The files try_ND 

and try_ND_Junctions will be created. The file with junctions will be the same as 

District4_Junctions.  

5. Make sure that Network Analysis tool is enabled. (Customize->Toolbars). Then go 
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to network analysis panel  -> choose the network dataset try_ND. In network 

analysis catalog choose New Closest facility.  

6. The list of different fields will be given. Facilities correspond to the overnight 

locations. Right click on facilities -> Load Locations -> choose file D4_Sheds. They 

will be searched within a 5000 meters radius. (Figure 3.13) 

 

 

Figure 3. 13 – Loading facilities step 

7. Incidents correspond to the nodes. Right click -> Load locations -> choose file 

D4_Junctions.  

8. If all facilities could be allocated they would be represented with big red circle. If all 

incidents were allocated they would be represented with purple squares. (Figure 3.14) 
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Figure 3. 14 – Allocation of facilities and incidents 

9. If there are no errors, press the Solve sign in Network Analysis panel. If the network 

doesn’t have disconnected segments it will calculate the shortest route from each 

node to the closest overnight location. As there are 4881 node, 4881 routes should be 

calculated. The solution is represented on Figure 3.15 with all routes with the shortest 

path.  
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Figure 3. 15 – Solution of closest facility tool 

10. The next few steps are made to accommodate data modifications that are generated 

by the Closest Facility tool. These steps are necessary to make the data usable for the 

model. The created file Routes includes information about the closest overnight 

location (Name) to each node (ObjectID) and shortest distance to it (Total Length). 

The attribute table is shown in Figure 3.16. In our data excel file we include 

information about nodes by using their JNode ID. Routes calculated distances based 

on the ObjectID. It is also necessary to add data field JNodeID to the Route file, 
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identifying the name of the county corresponding to each facility. The following steps 

should be performed in ArcGIS: 

 

Figure 3. 16 – Attribute table of Routes 

10.1 Right Click on Routes -> Joins and Relates -> Join. In processing window 

choose the field in “Routes” that join will be based on – ObjectID. Load table 

“District4_Junctions” (there is information in this file about JNodeID and 

ObjectID). Choose the field in added table – ObjectID. All the fields from 

“District4_Junctions” will be joined to Routes file. We just need to keep 

“JNodeID”. 

10.2 In order to make other modifications it’s better to create another file identical 

to routes. Right click on Routes->Export Data-> Give the name “OvlD”.  

10.3 In order to add the field with county names, it’s necessary to have clear name 

of facilities (no need of “Location”). In “OvlD” file add a new field 
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“OVLName”. Right click on this field-> Field Calculatore-> type = 

(!Name!).replace(“Location”, “ “). Then replace all numbers. 

10.4 For removing all extra spaces before Name add new field “OName” -> Right 

click on it -> Field calculator -> type =LTrim([OVLName]). This code will 

remove all spaces and name will be in required format.  

10.5 Right click on file “OvlD” -> Joins and Relates-> Join. In processing window 

choose: OName field, D4_Sheds (file where there is information about 

counties and names of facilities), field Name in that file. All attributes from 

D4_Sheds will be joined based on facility name. We just need to keep county 

name and can remove other fields. 

11. After all these steps with modifications are done, the data is ready to be placed in 

excel file (figure 3.17). It includes nodes ID (JnodeID), closest overnight location 

name, facility county name, FacilityID, Distances in miles and meters, and the  node 

from the network that is closest to each facility.   

 

Figure 3. 17 – Final Excel file with closest overnight locations to each node 
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Chapter 4. Methodology and Implementation 

An MILP  is developed to determine the optimal solution for slow-moving striping 

operations. Its objective is to minimize the total distance traveled, including active 

striping, “deadhead” miles, and the distance travelled to/from overnight locations. When 

the work day is almost over, the model is going to stop striping work and select the 

closest overnight location. The next day the crew will pick up the striping equipment 

from this overnight location and model will suggest where to start the next day’s work 

(after any deadheading). It might be the end point of previous day’s striping or it might 

be some other point that model decides would generate best overall route.  

4.1 Multi-pass RPP model 

As discussed earlier, the striping process is similar to the Rural Postman Problem (RPP). 

Before creating the “Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem” model, we first 

present the formulation of the standard RPP model that was adapted to the striping 

process model. Since pavement markings cannot be finished in only one pass for many 

road segments, it’s necessary to add a parameter (Pij) that identify the required number of 

passes for each road segment. We refer to this model as the Multi-pass Postman model. 

Parameters: 

vi; vj – vertex (intersection between two roads segments); 

(vi, vj) – arc between edge vi and vj; 

R - set of arcs that must be passed (painted); 
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A - Set of all arcs in the system;  

A’\R - number of arcs that don’t need to be painted (passed); 

Pij – number of passes required for finishing the striping operation for arc (ij); 

Cij – length of the distance from node i to node j; 

Xij – number of times edge (vi,vj)∈A’\R is replicated in the optimal RPP solutions 

(passed); 

Zi – number of times node i is traversed 

P – number of connected components; 

S – set of vertexes that have connection with each other; 

Minimize 
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Objective function (1) minimizes the total travel distance (sum of the traveled distance 

during the striping + sum of traveled distance without painting (deadhead travelling)) 

Constraint (2)  means that each node has to be passed an even number of times (for RPP 

we have to start at some point and come back the same point by passing all required 

edges with required number of passes) 

Constraint (3) ensures that in the optimal cycle all connected components will be linked 

together. 

The output of this model is Xij variable that shows how many extra passes for arc ij (apart 

from Pij) should be made for finishing the optimal cycle. Since one of our goals is to get 

the optimal route for striping, optimal number of times for passing each arc ij is not 

enough. The scheduling model has to be developed in order to get the optimal sequence 

of arcs that require striping. The output from Multi-pass RPP problem will be used as 

input for the Scheduling model. Parameter βSolution(j)=Xij+Pij = number of passes 

required for optimal route with satisfaction of all conditions will be added.  

4.2 The Scheduling Multi-pass RPP model 

Assume we have kappa undirected road segments that could potentially be travelled. 

Sets 

 J is the set of all undirected road segments  

 I is a copy of set J 

 T is the set of all schedule positions 

 T’ is a copy of set T 
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For set J, we create two copies of each segment (one for each direction), and we include a 

dummy segment depot that corresponds to the initial starting point at the beginning of the 

schedule (which is also the final stopping point at the end of the schedule). We order the 

elements of set J such that: 

 Positions 1, …, kappa: each element corresponds to a different undirected road 

segment 

 Positions kappa+1 to 2*kappa: each element corresponds to the element kappa 

positions ahead of it in the set, with the direction reversed (that is, the elements in 

position 1 and k+1 correspond to the same road segment in different directions, 

etc.) 

 Position 2kappa+1: dummy segment depot 

Data Parameters 

 Headj node at start of directed arc j 

 Tailj node at end of directed arc j (for dummy segment headdepot=taildepot) 

 αij = {
  1   if 𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖 = ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑗 ,

0            otherwise
  

 βSolution(j) required number of passes for each arc for optimal route (the result 

from RPP model with multiple of passes) 

 γj distance across segment j (for dummy segment γdepot=0) 
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Decision variables 

 Binary variable  

𝑠𝑡𝑗 = {
  1   if  we stripe (pass)segment j in the schedule position t,

0            otherwise
 

Objective function 

Minimize  

 
j tj

t j

s   (4) 

Constraints 
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 ,  1t j kappa tj
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t

) )((s s Solution j           (j<=kappa) (9) 

Objective function (4) minimizes the total travelled distance including striping operation 

and “deadhead miles” that were necessary the optimal cycle.  

Constraint (5) ensures that time period t should be assigned to exactly one arc j. It’s very 

important to keep in mind that striping against the flow traffic is not allowed. Then 

constraints about direction have to be added (7,8). They force the number of passes in 
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one direction to be either equal to the number of passes in other direction (if the total 

number of passes in both directions is even) or within +/- 1 passes for the number of 

passes in other direction (if the total number of passes in both directions is odd). 

According to the constraint (9) number of total passes should be equal at least 

βSolution(j) times. As a reminder βSolution(j) was calculated in previous model (Multi-

pass RPP model). 

The output from this model will be the optimal sequence of roads that have to be striped 

and travelled during the striping shift.  

4.3 Multi-pass directed RPP model for divided roads 

Since it was decided to develop two separate models for divided and undivided roads 

according to the new striping plan of MoDOT, it’s necessary to have parameters that 

define the type of the road and use it in the models.  

Based on the data created in chapter “Data Analysis”, we have information about each 

side of a divided road (E and W, or N and S). Undivided roads are represented as one arc 

that can be travelled in either direction. It’s important to avoid travelling against traffic 

for divided roads. Before creating the final “Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman 

problem” for each type of the road that will define optimal striping plan and the best 

overnight location/starting point next day, it’s necessary to modify the Multi-pass RPP 

model. This new model will control travelling in each direction for divided roads. Also, 

it’s going to help the final overnight location model for divided roads to solve faster. The 

output (solution) from this model will be used in the final model as βSolution(j) that will 
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simplify the search for the optimal route. The name of this model is “Multi-pass directed 

RPP model for divided roads”. 

All parameters and decision variables are the same as they were in Multi-pass RPP model 

apart the new parameter that is responsible for the road type.  

New parameters: 

 
1 if arc(i,j) has undivided type of the road,

( , )
0      otherwise

UND i j


 


  

 
1  if arc(i,j) has divided type of the road,

( , )
0    otherwise

DIV i j


 


  

UND(i,j)+DIV(i,j)=1 – it means arc j can be only of one type (whether divided or 

undivided). 

Objective function: 
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Objective function (10) minimizes the total traveled distance including deadhead miles, 

considering the fact that divided roads can be striped in only one given direction while 

undivided roads can be traversed in both directions.  

Constraint (11) controls the fact that number of times we enter the node i should be equal 

to the number of times we leave the node i. The striping requirement for each divided 

road is defined in constraint (12). This constraint forces optimal number of passes Xij for 

arc ij to be at least the Pij passes needed to satisfy the pavement marking requirement for 

the road segment ij. Since this model is created for the striping of divided roads only 

(undivided roads can be traveled while deadheading), this constraint works only when 

DIV(i,j)=1. All other passes for completing the optimal cycle might be made on either 

undivided or divided roads. Constraint (13) ensures that in the optimal cycle all 

connected components will be linked together. 

The output of this model is Xij and Xji is the optimal number of times that each arc ij, and 

ji should be passed. It will be used in the “Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman 

problem” model as input where βSolution(j)=Xij and  βSolution(j+kappa)=Xji. 
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4.4 Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem for divided 

roads 

We now present the optimization models that include the vehicle overnighting 

constraints. 

4.4.1 Formulation  

Assume we have kappa undirected road segments that could potentially be travelled. 

Sets 

 J is the set of all directed road segments  

 I is a copy of set J 

 T is the set of all schedule positions 

 T’ is a copy of set T 

 K is the set of days available for striping  

 O is the set of overnight locations 

 NODE is the set of arcs in a network 

 NODE’ is a copy of set NODE 

For set J, we create two copies of each segment (one for each direction), and we include a 

dummy segment depot that corresponds to the initial starting point at the beginning of the 

schedule (which is also the final stopping point at the end of the schedule). We order the 

elements of set J such that: 

 Positions 1, …, kappa: each element corresponds to a different undirected road 

segment 
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 Positions kappa+1 to 2*kappa: each element corresponds to the element kappa 

positions ahead of it in the set, with the direction reversed (that is, the elements in 

position 1 and k+1 correspond to the same road segment in different directions, 

etc.) 

 Position 2*kappa+1: dummy segment depot 

Data Parameters 

 Headj node at start of directed arc j 

 Tailj node at end of directed arc j (for dummy segment headdepot=taildepot) 

 αij = {
  1   if 𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖 = ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑗 ,

0            otherwise
  

 
1  if for the arc j and arc i (next day) the closest overnight location is O,

0         otherwise
ij


 


  

 
1 if arc(j) is an undivided road,

( )
0      otherwise

UND j


 


  

 
1  if arc(j) is a divided road,

( )
0    otherwise

DIV j


 


 

UND(j)+DIV(j)=1 – it means arc j can be only of one type (whether divided or 

undivided) 

  βSolution(j) required number of passes for each arc for optimal route (the result 

from RPP model with multiple of passes) 

 γj distance across segment j (for dummy segment γdepot=0) 

 Speed(j) speed to stripe arc j 

 λj time to pass segment j (stripe or just travel) = γj/speed(j) 
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 𝑑𝑂𝑗 distance from overnight location O to the head of arc j 

 𝑒𝑗𝑂 distance from to tail of arc j to overnight location O 

 Speedovl(O) speed to travel from/to overnight location  

 𝑓𝑂𝑗  time to travel from overnight location O to head of arc j=𝑑𝑂𝑗/𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑣𝑙(𝑂) 

 ℎ𝑗𝑂 time to travel from to tail of arc j to overnight location O=𝑒𝑂𝑗/𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑣𝑙(𝑂) 

 Φk the length of striping shift in day k (hours) 

Decision variables 

 Binary variable (for free, can be relaxed in model) 

      

1  if at schedule position t on day k we start the day from overnight location O

       and drive to the head of segment j to start striping,

0         otherwise

tjkp




 



  

 Binary variable 

𝑦𝑡𝑘 = {
1   if schedule position 𝑡 occurs on day 𝑘,

0                   otherwise
 

 Binary variable (for free, can be relaxed in model) 

      
1   if at schedule position t on day k we stripe (pass) segment j,

0    otherwise
tkjz


 


  

 Binary variable 

       
1   if we stripe (pass) segment j at schedule position t,

0   otherwise
tjs
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 Binary variable (for free, can be relaxed in model) 

1   if at schedule position t on day k we travel from tail of arc j 

         to the closest overnight location O,

0   otherwise

tkjg




 



  

 

 Binary variable (for free, can be relaxed in model) 

      

1   if at schedule position t we travel from tail of arc j

      to the closest overnight location O,

0   otherwise

tq




 



  

Objective function 

Minimize 
Oj tkj j tkj jO tkj

t k j t k j t k j

d p z e g      (14) 

Constraints 
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                                       1                   2      t>1, k>1, jtk t tj tkjy q s p                             (21) 
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Objective function (14)  minimizes the total traveled distance including driving to/from 

overnight location at the end/start of each day, actual striping operation and “deadhead” 

miles traveled during the shift.  Constraints can be divided into a few groups: 
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 Linking the day and schedule position (18,19,20).  Equation (18) makes sure that 

schedule position t can happen in only one day k.  Equation (19) forces that if at 

schedule position t on day k the work day was stopped, then the next schedule 

position (t+1) will happen in day (k+1).  If the work day wasn’t finished at 

schedule position t then the next schedule position (t+1) will still happene on day 

k (20).  

 Linking the striping process and travelling to overnight location (end of day) 

(16,24,25,26,27).  Constraint (16) helps to keep the connectivity of the network 

when sequence is chosen.  The arc j that will be striped in schedule position t has 

to be adjacent to arc i that is striped at schedule position (t-1). If schedule position 

corresponds to the start of a new day, the arc j that will be striped at the beginning 

of the day has to have a common nearest overnight location to arc i that was the 

last arc travelled during the previous day.  Constraints (24) and (25) enforce that 

at schedule position t only one action may happen: either striping or travelling to 

overnight location at the end of the day. The model will stop the work at schedule 

position t only if the crew was working at schedule position (t-1). Constraint (27) 

makes sure that the work can be stopped only k times since k is the number of 

available work days. According to equation (26) q(t) is free positive variable. 

With the help of constraints (24,25,27) it  becomes a “binary variable for free”. It 

becomes 1 when the job has to be stopped and equipment should be parked in the 

closest overnight location, value of 0 when the crew either striping or travelling. 

Relaxing this variable helps to decrease the problem’s computational time. 
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Additionally, it’s important to note that when the total job is done and all road 

segments are striped, the striping crew should finish and travel to an overnight 

location. In order to enforce that, it’s necessary to fix variable q(t)=1 when t=T 

(the last time period in the set) in the GAMS code.  

 Satisfaction of striping requirements (15). According to constraint (15), the 

number of total passes for each arc j in both direction should be not less than 

βSolution(j) times. βSolution(j) was previously calculated in our Multi-pass 

directed postman problem for divided roads model with multiple passes – it 

provides the number of passes required for optimal sequence (including number 

of times required for striping p(j) and deadhead miles). Also, this constraint 

addresses the type of road (divided or undivided). It defines that for divided road, 

striping against traffic is prohibited (St,j+kappa =0 for divided roads as well as other 

decision variables zt,k,j+kappa, gt,k,j+kappa, pt,k,j+kappa=0). We fixed these variables to 

zero in the GAMS code to help to decrease the computational time. 

 Starting the day from an overnight location (21,22,23). If the striping job was 

finished at schedule position (t-1) and the equipment was parked in an overnight 

location, at schedule position t on the next day k, the work will be started from 

this overnight location: the crew will drive to segment j where striping will begin 

at schedule position t on day k (21). Constraint (23) makes sure that the day k 

begins at exactly one schedule position and exactly one arc j. According to 

equation (22), P(t,k,j) is free positive variable. With constraints (21,23) it 

becomes a “binary variable for free”. It’s equal to 1 when the day k should be 
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started from an overnight location. Since we start the striping process from the 

centralized depot on day 1 (and not from any other overnight location), we must 

fix variable 𝑝1,1,𝑗 = 0 for day 1 and instead start striping in schedule position 1 

from an arc that starts at depot location. It was fixed in the GAMS code.  

Constraints (21) and (23) start working only for the 2
nd

 day. 

 Striping plan for a day (28,29). Constraint (28) links schedule position t to 

striping of arc j and day k. According to equation (29) z(t,k,j) is a free positive 

variable; with constraint (28) it becomes a “binary variable for free”.  

 When to end the working day (30,31,32).  If the day should end at schedule 

position t, striping of arc j was happening schedule position (t-1), and day k then 

the day k ends at schedule position t at the end point of arc j (30). Constraint (32) 

enforces that the day k is ended at exactly one schedule position t and exactly one 

arc j. According to constraint (31) g(t,k,j) is a free positive variable. By adding 

(30) and (32) equations it becomes a “binary variable for free”. It equals to 1 only 

when the striping crew drives to an overnight location at the end of the day. 

 Control of the length of the work day (17). This constraint limits the total time 

available for striping, and time for travelling from/to overnight location on day k.                                                                                   

GAMS code was developed for this model. Many variables can be fixed to a value of 

zero in GAMS to help decrease the computational time. One such issue is the 

requirement to start the first stay from the centralized depot. We fix variable Stj to be zero 

for schedule position t=1 when αdepot,j =0 for time period t=1.  

Other cases that can help to decrease the computational time: 
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 Striping can’t be finished during first 10 schedule positions because the total time 

for these time periods won’t exceed the length of the work day. Variables qt and 

gtkj are equal to 0 schedule positions t=1..10. 

 Also, it’s obvious that first schedule position should be started in day 1 and last 

schedule position should happen in the last day. There is no sense for the model to 

search for different combinations. We should fix variable ytk=1 for t=1 and k=1, 

ytk=1 for t=max(T) [last schedule position] and k=max(K) [last day].  

 Additionally, whenever t<k ytk=0, ztkj=0, ptkj=0, gtkj=0. It’s logical that schedule 

position t=1 can’t happen on day k=2, schedule position t=2 can’t happen on day 

k=3 etc. It would be a waste of time for the model to search for such 

combinations.  

4.4.2 Implementation and results for divided roads 

This model was coded in GAMS software and tested on Camden County in MoDOT’s 

Central District. The computer code for this model can be found on the following 

website:  https://hdl.handle.net/10355/47479.  The county includes both divided and 

undivided roads, and the size of the network is not too large.  Since we run the model for 

divided roads separately, the speed(j) for traveling required arc j is 8 miles/hour (12874 

meters/hour) and the speed for travelling an unrequired arc is 35 miles/hour (56327 

meters/hour).  All measurements for parameters were made in meters.  

The Camden county network for divided roads model is represented on Figure 4.1. Roads 

are shown with blue line, nodes with green dots. Overnight locations (maintenance 

facilities) that are within or near to Camden County are drawn with red circles.  

https://hdl.handle.net/10355/47479
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Figure 4. 1 –Camden County Network for divided roads model 

The highlighted area with the pink square shows the region under consideration for this 

example, containing all divided segments in Camden County. Figure 4.2 presents a 

zoomed in view of this highlighted region.  

We selected a subset of the divided road segments as requiring striping for this example. 

Pink lines correspond to divided road that were chosen to be striped. Blue lines 

correspond to the other roads (divided and undivided) that might be travelled in order to 

finish pavement markings for the required roads. The pink star identifies the centralized 

depot location where striping should be started on day 1 (in reality, the depot location 
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where annual operations begin is a MoDOT bulk storage area). This location is notional 

depot we assumed for this example.  

 

Figure 4. 2 – Divided roads that require striping in our Camden County example 

The necessary data for Camden county was taken from the Final Data Excel file of 

Central District that was created in Chapter 3 (Data Analysis). Table 4.1 presents a view 

of this data. Pink color highlights the arcs that have to be striped. In the column “Stripe 

(0,1)”, the users must input value one for the required segments. This data was then 

modified according to the GAMS format and was used as input for the model. Since the 

length of the arcs is small the striping job will take around four hours. The length of each 

shift was chosen to be three hours.  
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Table 4. 1 – Camden county data for divided roads model 

 

As discussed earlier, one way to make the solving process easier for the overnight 

location model is to run the Multi-pass RPP directed model for divided roads first and get 

βSolution(j) as input. Doing so can help to predict how many schedule positions are 

necessary to complete the full striping operation (adding extra schedule positions for 

overnighting). Another way to obtain a βSolution(j) value is to run the overnight location 

sequencing model for one day only (by allowing unlimited work hours in this one day). 

In this case, the model can solve quickly, because it does not need the overnighting 

variables and constraints. Then we should use the output from it as βSolution(j) input data 

for model for two days.  

For this example, we used the 2
nd

 method to obtain the values for βSolution(j). We then 

ran the full “Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem for undivided roads” in 

GAMS software allowing for two work days. The optimal sequence is represented in 

Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4. 3- The optimal route from the model for divided roads (2days) 

1 k1 j4 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_225.727_226.055 3679.2773

2 k1 j2 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.055_226.124 2773.2765

3 k1 j217 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_110.937_110.954 2765.2822

4 k1 j480 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_110.937_110.954 2822.2765

5 k1 j1 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.124_226.183 2765.2766

6 k1 j3 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.183_226.477 2766.2792

7 k1 j6 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.477_227.891 2792.3678

8 k1 j16 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_227.891_227.951 3678.3675

9 k1 j5 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_227.951_228.36 3675.2781

10 k1 j205 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_7_155.234_155.252 2781.2824 7984.414262

11 k1 j204 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_7_155.252_155.308 2824.7857 g(12,1,204)=1 to 

13 k2 j226 0 1 N_CAMDEN_RT_V_6.339_6.357 5289.5084 p(13,2,226)=1

14 k2 j12 0 1 W_CAMDEN_US_54_159.16_160.024 5084.4918 7192.038885

15 k2 j11 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_111.879_112.092 4918.4970

16 k2 j18 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.092_112.132 4970.5003

17 k2 j13 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.132_112.353 5003.4939

18 k2 j17 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.353_112.396 4939.4940

19 k2 j14 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.396_112.65 4940.5950

20 k2 j19 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.65_112.745 5950.5289

21 k2 j226 0 1 N_CAMDEN_RT_V_6.339_6.357 5289.5084

22 k2 j12 0 1 W_CAMDEN_US_54_159.16_160.024 5084.4918

23 k2 j11 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_111.879_112.092 4918.4970

24 k2 j18 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.092_112.132 4970.5003

25 k2 j13 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.132_112.353 5003.4939

26 k2 j17 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.353_112.396 4939.4940

27 k2 j14 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.396_112.65 4940.5950

28 k2 j19 0 1 E_CAMDEN_US_54_112.65_112.745 5950.5289

29 k2 j488 0 1 N_CAMDEN_RT_V_0_6.339 5289.7870

30 k2 j199 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_27.979_30.431 7870.7872

31 k2 j203 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_30.431_31.39 7872.7857

32 k2 j25 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_31.39_31.653 7857.3514

33 k2 j15 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_124.609_124.691 3514.3515

34 k2 j8 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_124.691_126.363 3515.2821

35 k2 j7 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.363_126.629 2821.2822

36 k2 j9 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.629_126.829 2822.2874

37 k2 j67 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.829_128.906 2874.3518

38 k2 j68 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_128.906_129.292 3518.3520

39 k2 j69 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_129.292_129.785 3520.3522

40 k2 j24 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_222.97_223.041 3522.3658

41 k2 j70 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_223.041_223.34 3658.3683

42 k2 j72 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_223.34_223.952 3683.3681

43 k2 j71 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_223.952_225.727 3681.3679

44 k2 depo 0 1 #N/A #N/A

45 k2 j4 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_225.727_226.055 3679.2773

46 k2 j2 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.055_226.124 2773.2765

47 k2 j1 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.124_226.183 2765.2766

48 k2 j3 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.183_226.477 2766.2792

49 k2 j6 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_226.477_227.891 2792.3678

50 k2 j16 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_227.891_227.951 3678.3675

51 k2 j5 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_227.951_228.36 3675.2781

52 k2 j205 0 1 S_CAMDEN_MO_7_155.234_155.252 2781.2824

53 k2 j10 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_124.384_124.609 2824.3514

54 k2 j15 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_124.609_124.691 3514.3515

55 k2 j8 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_124.691_126.363 3515.2821

56 k2 j7 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.363_126.629 2821.2822

57 k2 j9 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.629_126.829 2822.2874

58 k2 j67 0 1 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.829_128.906 2874.3518

59 k2 j34 0 1 N_CAMDEN_RP_MO5N TO LAKE RD 5-89_0_0.175 3518.13949

60 k2 j124 0 1 N_CAMDEN_RP_MO5N TO LAKE RD 5-89_0.175_0.20801 13949.13950

1st day 

2nd day 
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The main identifier for the arc is SegmentID field Direction_ County_ Designation_ 

Name_ MileMarker (Beg_End). Each segment ID was given a unique arc number (j), 

which was used in the GAMS code. The optimal route contains a sequence of arcs. Each 

arc is assigned to a day and specific schedule position. The first field identifies the 

schedule positions. In Figure 4.3, the first days operations are highlighted with yellow 

color, the second day with green.  

We see from the sequence that we should start striping from arc j4 (MO 5 in South 

direction), this begins at the centralized depot. The striping crew then finishes the 1
st
 day 

schedule position t=12 at node 7857 (the tail of arc j204 (MO 7)) and travels to the only 

overnight location, corresponding to the red circle on Figure 4.4. The second day the 

striping crew starts from this overnight location and at schedule position t=13 travels to 

the node 5289 (the head of arc j226 (RT V)) where they will start striping. They first 

stripe the segments between nodes 5289 and 4917. They then deadhead to node 7857, 

where they perform the remaining striping on route MO5.  Then they finish the striping at 

schedule position t=61 at the tail of arc j124 (RP_MO5N) and then move all equipment to 

the maintenance facility “Camdenton”. The optimal cycle is represented on the map 

(Figure 4.4) where we can see  the arcs that will striped or passed on day 1 (yellow line) 

and the arcs passed or striped on day 2 (green line).  

The total travelled distance including striping, travelling during the shift and travelling 

from/to overnight location is equal to 66,498 meters or 41.3 miles (2days (shifts)).  
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Figure 4. 4 – Optimal cycle for divided roads model 

Observer that this solution is not the minimum-distance solution. This is because we did 

not allocate enough time periods to travel from node 5289 and 7857 (which has distance 

6950 meters but requires 11 of segments). Instead, the model chose a route with distance 

15778 meters that only required 4 segments. We could rerun the models with more time 

periods available to obtain the true optimal solution.  
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4.5 Multi-pass directed RPP model for undivided roads 

4.5.1 Formulation 

It’s necessary to develop the Multi-pass directed RPP model for undivided roads as well. 

As discussed previously, we can decrease the computational time by obtaining a value for 

the βSolution(j) parameter for the Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem 

model for undivided roads. 

 For undivided roads, it’s necessary to control the number of passes on each side of the 

road (E or W, N or S). In general, we have information in the final data file (Chapter 3 

Data Analysis) about undivided roads for one side only. The number of required passes 

was given for an arc as the total number of passes of both sides (N and S, or E and W). 

It’s necessary to make sure that the striping process won’t happen in one direction only. 

For example, suppose it’s required to pass an arc j 4 times, where 2 of them have to be 

made in the North direction, the other 2 in the South direction. We have to ensure that the 

model won’t allow a solution to pass arc j in the North direction 3 times, and in the South 

direction only 1 time. If required number of passes is even then exactly half of the total 

number of passes has to be made on each side. If required number of passes is odd then at 

least (n-1)/2 passes must be made on each side, the last pass can be made on any side.  

Additionally, difficult segments should be considered differently. Since the number of 

lanes on each side is different for difficult segments, we have to know exactly how many 

passes are required in each direction. It might happen that for a difficult arc j, we have to 

pass in the South direction at least one time, and in the North direction at least two times. 

Thus, we added to the model a new parameter that identifies difficult segments.  
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New parameters: 

 
1  if the segment ij is considered as difficult,

( , )
0  otherwise

DIF i j


 


  

 DifPasses(i,j)= number of passes required for striping a difficult arc in (i-j) 

direction; 

 DifPasss(j,i)= number of passes required for striping a difficult arc in (j-i) 

direction; 

All other sets, data parameters and decision variables are the same as in Multi-pass 

directed RPP for divided roads model.  

Objective function: 

Minimize  

  (( , ( , ))* * ( , )* )ij ij ji

i j

c DIV i j UND i j x UND j i x    (33) 

s.t., 

                                            jij

jj

jix x     (34) 

                   i, , j* , *ij ji ijDIV i j UND i j x UND j i x P          (35) 

    / 2                w  , 1, , 1, ( , ) 0ij ijx P hen UND i j P i j Dif i j        (36) 

    / 2                 w  , 1, , 1, ( , ) 0ji ijx P hen UND i j P i j Dif i j        (37) 

        ,             w  , 1,  , 1  , 1ijx DifPasses i j hen UND i j P i j and Dif i j      (38) 

        ,           w  , 1,  , 1  , 1jix DifPasses j i hen UND i j P i j and Dif i j         (39)  
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P
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   (40) 

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 ((𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝐴)) 

Objective function (33) minimizes the total traveled distance during the striping process 

for undivided roads including the deadhead miles that were made on divided and 

undivided roads, accounting for the fact, that divided roads can be passed only in one 

given direction, while undivided road can be striped and traversed in both directions.  

Constraint (34) controls the fact that number of times we enter the node i should be equal 

to the number of times we leave the node i. The striping requirement for each undivided 

road that is not a difficult arc is defined in constraints (35,36,37). Constraints (36) and 

(37) force the optimal number of passes Xij and Xji for the arc in direction ij and in 

direction ji to be at least half of the floor function of the total number of passed required 

for arc (ij). By using the floor function, if P(i,j) is odd, we allow the last pass to be made 

in either direction.  

Constraints (38) and (39) apply only to undivided roads that considered as difficult 

segments and need to be passed more than 1 time. The optimal number of passes Xij and 

Xji for the arc ij should be equal at least the required number of passes for each side (N 

and S, or E and W) of the difficult segment.  

Constraint (40) ensures that in the optimal cycle all connected components will be linked 

together. 
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4.5.2 Implementation and results for undivided roads 

This model was coded in GAMS software, and the computer code can be found on the 

following website:  https://hdl.handle.net/10355/47479. 

In order to get the optimal route from the overnight location sequencing model for 

undivided roads, it’s necessary to solve the Multi-pass directed postman problem for 

undivided roads model on the same network. This output will then be used as input 

βSolution(j) for the sequencing model. A subset of the Camden county network that 

includes many undivided roads and some divided roads was chosen to demonstrate our 

solution process (Figure 4.5). We selected a subset of these undivided arcs as requiring 

striping for this example. Light blue lines in the figure correspond to undivided roads that 

have to be striped. Purple lines include all other roads (divided and undivided) in the 

Camden County network that might be travelled during the striping operations. The 

centralized depot is represented by red star and it was assumed to be the starting point for 

the striping crew on the first day. The pink circles correspond to notional overnight 

locations we assumed for this example.    

https://hdl.handle.net/10355/47479
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Figure 4. 5 – Camden County network for undivided roads 

The necessary data for this network was taken from the final data Excel file (Chapter 3). 

Table 4.2 presents a view of part of this data. Light blue color highlights the undivided 

road segments that were chosen to be striped for this example.  
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Table 4. 2  – Excel data of Camden County for undivided roads 

 

The GAMS code was created for the Multi-pass directed postman problem for undivided 

roads formulation. The Excel data was then modified to the GAMS format and used as 

input for the model. Running this code, we could get the optimal number of passes for 

each segment in few seconds. The solution is represented on Figure 4.6. We can see how 

many times we should pass each arc (i,j) and arc (j,i). Column “#” will be used as the 

βSolution(j) parameter for each arc j in the sequencing model. The total travelled distance 

for this model is equal to 204,803.84 meters or 123.7 miles.  
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Figure 4. 6 – The optimal solution for undivided roads (βSolution(j)) 

Fnode Tnode # Dist Arcj

i2783 i2784 0 2 INF 30.62463 j59

i2784 i2783 0 2 INF 30.62463 j178

i2783 i3506 0 1 INF 3964.888 j179

i2784 i3522 0 1 INF 3641.106 j61

i3506 i2783 0 1 INF 3964.888 j60

i3506 i7878 0 1 INF 1036.957 j58

i3522 i2784 0 1 INF 3641.106 j180

i3522 i5289 0 1 INF 16026.2 j119

i5084 i5289 0 1 INF 28.38967 j167

i5289 i3522 0 1 INF 16026.2 j238

i5289 i5084 0 1 INF 28.38967 j48

i5289 i7870 0 1 INF 10201.21 j166

i7857 i7872 0 1 INF 1542.404 j142

i7862 i7864 0 1 INF 11222.18 j9

i7864 i7862 0 1 INF 11222.18 j128

i7864 i7866 0 1 INF 10302.57 j11

i7864 i12449 0 1 INF 9436.367 j127

i7866 i7864 0 1 INF 10302.57 j130

i7866 i7868 0 1 INF 817.1011 j12

i7866 i10657 0 1 INF 10434.65 j129

i7868 i7866 0 1 INF 817.1011 j131

i7868 i7870 0 1 INF 6703.616 j13

i7868 i9741 0 1 INF 6348.131 j31

i7870 i5289 0 1 INF 10201.21 j47

i7870 i7868 0 1 INF 6703.616 j132

i7870 i7872 0 1 INF 3944.206 j16

i7872 i7857 0 1 INF 1542.404 j23

i7872 i7870 0 1 INF 3944.206 j135

i7878 i3506 0 1 INF 1036.957 j177

i7878 i7880 0 1 INF 8644.806 j63

i7878 i12149 0 1 INF 2948.896 j176

i7880 i7878 0 1 INF 8644.806 j182

i9737 i9741 0 1 INF 6032.313 j151

i9741 i7868 0 1 INF 6348.131 j150

i9741 i9737 0 1 INF 6032.313 j32

i10657 i7866 0 1 INF 10434.65 j10

i12149 i7878 0 1 INF 2948.896 j57

i12449 i7864 0 1 INF 9436.367 j8

Distn,m # of passes 
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4.6 Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem for undivided 

roads 

4.6.1 Formulation 

The overnight location model for undivided roads will be nearly identical to that for 

divided roads. Sets, data parameters, decision variables, OF (14), constraints (16-32) will 

be used unchanged for the undivided roads. Only constraint (15) that imposes a striping 

requirement for each arc need to be replaced with constraints (41,42), since the striping 

process is different for undivided roads. Recall that kappa indicates the total number of 

arcs in the network. We represent undivided arcs in one direction in arc numbers 

1,…,kappa. We then represent the some undivided arcs in other direction with arc 

numbers kappa+1, …, 2*kappa.  

For J≤kappa 

 *( ( ) ( )) ( )tj

t

s DIV j UND J Solution j    (41) 

For UND(j)=1 and J>kappa 

 ( )tj

t

s Solution j   (42) 

Constraint (41) enforces that arc j should be passed at least the minimum number of 

times. Constraint (42) enforces that the necessary number of passes for arc j in the 

opposite direction (J+KAPPA), and it only works for undivided roads, since divided road 

can’t be travelled against the flow of traffic. It’s important to note that constraints (41) 
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and (42) should be used only after we get the ( )Solution j from the Multi-pass directed 

postman problem model for undivided roads, where we satisfy all striping conditions for 

the number of passes for undivided roads and consider difficult segments separately.  

If for some reason the Multi-pass directed postman problem model for undivided roads 

wasn’t used  and we don’t have the ( )Solution j  parameter calculated ,and we wanted to 

get the results directly from the Overnight Location model for undivided roads, it’s 

necessary to replace constraints (41,42) with constraints (35-39). Also, we should add 

parameters that define difficult segments as discussed previously. In constraints (35-39) 

we would replace decision variables 𝑋𝑖𝑗 → 𝑆𝑡𝑗 and 𝑋𝑗𝑖 → 𝑆𝑡,𝑗+𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎. Then the overnight 

location model will satisfy all striping conditions for undivided roads.  

4.6.2 Implementation and results for undivided roads  

The computer code for this model can be found on the following website:  

https://hdl.handle.net/10355/47479. This model will be tested on the Camden County 

network discussed previously (Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2). Since we ran the model for 

undivided roads separately (from the striping model for divided roads), the speed(j) for 

passing a required arc j is 10 miles/hour (16093 meters/hour) and 35 miles/hour (56327 

meters/hour) when passing on unrequired arc or travelling to an overnight location.   

As we solved the Multi-pass RPP directed model for undivided roads earlier in section 

4.5, we could obtain values for the βSolution(j) parameter that satisfy all striping 

conditions for undivided roads. We used this parameter as input for the final Overnight 

Location Sequencing model.  

https://hdl.handle.net/10355/47479
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As discussed in section 4.5, we could also run the overnight location sequencing model 

for one working day (with unlimited working hours), to identify the total number of 

schedule positions that are needed. The length of each shift is 10 hours. All required arcs 

can be striped in about 20 hours including travelling time to/from overnight locations. 

For this example we used the 1
st
 method to obtain values for βSolution(j). We then  ran 

the full “Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem for undivided roads” in 

GAMS software allowing for two work days. The optimal sequence is represented on 

Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4. 7- The optimal route from the model for undivided roads (2days) 

Recall that we initially estimate the total number of schedule position that are needed. If 

we add extra schedule positions that are not really necessary, the model is going to assign 

the depot location (with no travel) to these schedule positions. As we can see from Figure 

4.7 the 3 schedule positions were scheduled at depot position. The yellow color identifies 

1 k1 depo 0 1 INF 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A

2 k1 depo 0 1 INF 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A

3 k1 depo 0 1 INF 0 #N/A #N/A #N/A

4 k1 j182 0 1 INF 0 i7880.i7878 W_CAMDEN_US_54_160.053_160.13 8644.806

5 k1 j177 0 1 INF 0 i7878.i3506 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.629_126.829 1036.957

6 k1 j60 0 1 INF 0 i3506.i2783 W_CAMDEN_RP_MO5S TO US54W_0_0.313 3964.888

7 k1 j59 0 1 INF 0 i2783.i2784 N_CAMDEN_RP_US54 TO MO5N_0_0.20801 30.62463

8 k1 j178 0 1 INF 0 i2784.i2783 N_CAMDEN_RP_US54 TO MO5N_0_0.20801 30.62463

9 k1 j59 0 1 INF 0 i2783.i2784 N_CAMDEN_RP_US54 TO MO5N_0_0.20801 30.62463

10 k1 j61 0 1 INF 0 i2784.i3522 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_225.727_226.055 3641.106

11 k1 j119 0 1 INF 0 i3522.i5289 S_CAMDEN_MO_5toUS_54_E 8790.5

12 k1 j48 0 1 INF 0 i5289.i5084 E_CAMDEN_RP_MO5S TO US54E_0.186_0.28001 28.38967

13 k1 j167 0 1 INF 0 i5084.i5289 E_CAMDEN_RP_MO5S TO US54E_0.186_0.28001 28.38967

14 k1 j166 0 1 INF 0 i5289.i7870 W_CAMDEN_US_54_164.121_164.123 10201.21

15 k1 j16 0 1 INF 0 i7870.i7872 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_27.979_30.431 3944.206

16 k1 j23 0 1 INF 0 i7872.i7857 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_30.431_31.39 1542.404

17 k1 j142 0 1 INF 0 i7857.i7872 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_30.431_31.39 1542.404

18 k1 j135 0 1 INF 0 i7872.i7870 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_27.979_30.431 3944.206

19 k1 j132 0 1 INF 0 i7870.i7868 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_23.812_27.979 6703.616

20 k1 j131 0 1 INF 0 i7868.i7866 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_23.304_23.812 817.1011

21 k1 j130 0 1 INF 0 i7866.i7864 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_16.9_23.304 10302.57

22 k1 j128 0 1 INF 0 i7864.i7862 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_9.925_16.9 11222.18

23 k1 j9 0 1 INF 0 i7862.i7864 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_9.925_16.9 11222.18

24 k1 j127 0 1 INF 0 i7864.i12449 N_CAMDEN_RT_T_7.505_13.36901 9436.367 g(27,1,11)=1

25 k1 j8 0 1 INF 0 i12449.i7864 N_CAMDEN_RT_T_7.505_13.36901 9436.367 9.075988906

26 k1 j11 0 1 INF 0 i7864.i7866 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_16.9_23.304 10302.57 116844.2812

28 k2 j129 0 1 INF 0 i7866.i10657 N_CAMDEN_RT_BB_10.39_16.87401 10434.65 p(28,2,129)=1

29 k2 j10 0 1 INF 0 i10657.i7866 N_CAMDEN_RT_BB_10.39_16.87401 10434.65

30 k2 j12 0 1 INF 0 i7866.i7868 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_23.304_23.812 817.1011

31 k2 j31 0 1 INF 0 i7868.i9741 W_CAMDEN_US_54_166.061_166.947 6348.131

32 k2 j32 0 1 INF 0 i9741.i9737 W_CAMDEN_US_54_164.123_165.387 6032.313

33 k2 j151 0 1 INF 0 i9737.i9741 W_CAMDEN_US_54_164.123_165.387 6032.313

34 k2 j150 0 1 INF 0 i9741.i7868 W_CAMDEN_US_54_166.061_166.947 6348.131

35 k2 j13 0 1 INF 0 i7868.i7870 N_CAMDEN_MO_7_23.812_27.979 6703.616

36 k2 j47 0 1 INF 0 i7870.i5289 W_CAMDEN_US_54_164.121_164.123 10201.21

37 k2 j238 0 1 INF 0 i5289.i3522 W_CAMDEN_US_54toMO_5_N 8790.5

38 k2 j180 0 1 INF 0 i3522.i2784 S_CAMDEN_MO_5_225.727_226.055 3641.106

39 k2 j178 0 1 INF 0 i2784.i2783 N_CAMDEN_RP_US54 TO MO5N_0_0.20801 30.62463 212203.0687

40 k2 j179 0 1 INF 0 i2783.i3506 W_CAMDEN_RP_MO5S TO US54W_0_0.313 3964.888

41 k2 j58 0 1 INF 0 i3506.i7878 N_CAMDEN_MO_5_126.629_126.829 1036.957

42 k2 j176 0 1 INF 0 i7878.i12149 S_CAMDEN_RP_US54W TO MO5S_0.077_0.24101 2948.896

43 k2 j57 0 1 INF 0 i12149.i7878 S_CAMDEN_RP_US54W TO MO5S_0.077_0.24101 2948.896 g(45,2,63)=1

44 k2 j63 0 1 INF 0 i7878.i7880 W_CAMDEN_US_54_160.053_160.13 8644.806 95358.78748

1st day 

2st day 
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the sequence of arcs that will be striped on the 1
st
 day, green color corresponds to the 

optimal route on 2
nd

 day. 

The striping process starts from schedule position t=4 on day k=1 from the head of arc 

j182 (MO_7). This arc begins at the centralized depot location. The crew then travel on 

MO 5 until they reach US 54 road, turning to travel on MO 5 until reaching the exit for 

RT V.  They then travel on RT V until reaching MO 7, where they turn and stripe the 

yellow segment (in each direction), then continue to stripe the orange segment on the 

map in one direction (Figure 4.8). The crew next stripes the yellow segments in the 

bottom right corner of the map, ending our day at node 7866. After striping, the striping 

crew finishes the first day at schedule position t=27 at the tail of arc j11 (MO 7) and 

drives to an overnight location (OVL2). Then, the second day starts from this 

maintenance facility (OVL2) at schedule position t=28. The striping crew drives all 

equipment to the head of arc j129 (RT_BB), returning to the node 7866 and start striping 

from this arc. Then they stripe MO 7 (in each direction), then return to RT V (in other 

direction than on day one), back onto US 54 (again, in other direction than on day one), 

and then back onto MO 5. They stripe RT EE in each direction, then continue to the 

centralized depot, where they turn around (requires a highway exit) and finish the second 

day is finished at schedule position t=45 at the tail of arc j63(MO_7). The striping crew 

travels form the tail of arc j63 to the overnight location (OVL1). During these two 

working days shifts, all required roads were striped. The total travelled distance is 

251,388.27 meters (156.2 miles) including the pavement marking process, deadhead 

miles, and travelling to/from the overnight location.  
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The optimal cycle for undivided roads is presented in Figure 4.8. Yellow lines define the 

arcs that should be striped and travelled during the first day. Green lines correspond to 

the road segments passed in the second day. Orange lines represent segments that should 

be passed or striped on both days.  

 

Figure 4. 8 – Optimal cycle for undivided roads model 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and future works 

5.1 Conclusion 

One of objectives of this thesis was to create input data in a format that would be usable 

for MoDOT. After merging data from Excel files, Access files, and ArcGIS files, the 

final version of data for the whole Central District was developed (Chapter 3. Data 

Analysis) including all necessary information about road segments that will be used in 

the models. By using the network analyst tools in ArcGIS on MoDOT data I created an 

Excel file with all distances from each node to the closest overnight location 

(maintenance sheds). No matter where striping crew stops the shift, we know where they 

should park their equipment.  

During this research I developed the following optimization models: 

 Multi-pass RPP model 

 The Scheduling Multi-pass RPP model 

 Multi-pass directed RPP model for divided roads 

 Multi-pass directed RPP model for undivided roads 

 Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem for divided roads  

 Slow-moving multi-pass directed postman problem for undivided roads  

These models can be used to find the optimal routing and scheduling of road striping 

crews including multiple passes and stops at overnight locations, to reduce the number of 

“deadhead miles” travelled by crews, improve utilization of striping equipment, and 

decrease the cost of striping operations. 
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This thesis makes a contribution to research in this area, since there is no published 

literature related to the optimization of striping operations. A variety of different vehicle 

routing models were examined, but none of them considered the situation when  work 

can’t be completed in one day and vehicles should be parked at the end of each day at an  

overnight location.  

Previously, the striping plan was created by managers and engineers of MoDOT on a 

manual basis for each district based on their experience and judgment. They were 

creating an Excel sheet to track striping progress where they manually fill in the 

information about roads that should be striped or restriped this year. Many of these 

processes could be automated. The optimization models developed in this thesis for 

scheduling of striping crews, choosing the best “overnight location” (maintenance sheds 

or bulk storages) for each day, identifying the best starting point for the next day and 

minimizing total travel distance will can help to find optimal routes on an  automatic 

basis and to make the tracking process much easier.  

5.2 Future works 

Scheduling models are always difficult to solve for the large networks. In this thesis, I 

could obtained a solution for divided roads model for 19 required striping (the network 

included 526 arcs), and for undivided roads model with 17 arcs required striping (the 

network included 238 arcs).  

In order to find solutions for larger networks (few counties, the whole central district, all 

divided roads, all major roads, all minor roads), it’s necessary to increase the efficiency 

of the model and decrease the solving time.  
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We could look for more variables that could be fixed to values of zero, or add some valid 

inequality constraints that might help to decrease the feasible space of the solution so the 

model would have fewer options to consider.  

Alternatively, it may be necessary to use heuristics, such as Genetic Algorithms, to solve 

really large networks. In that case, the optimal solutions obtained from the models in this 

thesis in this thesis can be used to validate the heuristics performance for medium-sized 

networks.  
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